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ABSTRACT
Controlling a robotic arms for applications such as detection and classification moving object us-
ing the vision sensor is a trend in the field of industrial robots. In particular, the vision sensor is
the "eye" of the robot. To solve this problem, we need an efficient image processing algorithm for
object identification to optimize the speed. Our classification principle based on the color of the
object to be classified first, then separating contour to classify according to the shape of the object.
In addition, our paper also propose a classification method that rarely mentioned in the relevant
documents that classify based on object's characteristic. In fact, the product packaging not only
has one color, but also includes complex color and patterns. Being able to classify these products
shows the practicality of the proposed method. For complex colors and patterns object, the PCA-
SIFT algorithm is useful, where SIFT extracts the local characteristics of the object and PCA reduces
the number of dimensionality and retain only the best characteristics for identification. To picking
object, a proposed design with the optimal requirements of picking order so that picking time is
the shortest to minimize the delay for the next picking. The other outstanding advantage is a sys-
tem of robotic arm to perform pick-up and sorting. This helps to verify good running algorithms in
real time. The items are randomly released and the rotation of items is random. The speed of the
conveyor is 5cm/s, an average of more than 2 seconds to pick up an object and robot arm process-
ing precisely at high speed. The experimental results using camera Logitech C270, Yamaha Scara
YK-400X robotic arm, LabVolt conveyor andOpenCV library are satisfactory, reliable and applicable.
Key words: Image Processing, PCA-SIFT, OpenCV, colors and shapes classification

INTRODUCTION
Due to the need to use more andmore robots in com-
plex manufacturing processes to improve productiv-
ity, reduce cost, enhance quality, accuracy and min-
imize risk when people working in toxic environ-
ments. The design of the robot operation system does
not need human intervention is truly needed and fully
capable, especially in an era of rapid development of
current computer vision1,2.
To solve the specific problemposed ”Sorting andpick-
ing objects on conveyor belt”3. This article propose
a simple and highly accurate method for classifying
real-time objects 1,3. Our algorithm will select the
correct objects on the conveyor belt at any speed and
choose the optimal order to avoid missing the pro-
cess1. Image processing program to determine the di-
rection of the object, to solve the problem of placing
the object in a neat box and with less space.
Many articles mentioned the problem of sorting ob-
jects. However, there are limitations. The article
”Practical Applications for Robotic Arms Using Im-
age Processing” (Mihai Dragusu, Anca Nicoleta Mi-
halache and Razvan Solea, 2012) combined robotic

arm to classify objects based on image processing but
objects in a state of standing still and based on the
contours of the object without considering the colour.
The article ”Visual processing and classification of
items on a moving conveyor: a selective perception
approach” (H. I-sil Bozma and H.ulya Yal-cin, 2002)
focusing only on the shape of the object without re-
gard to color, on the other hand the results of the ar-
ticle only stop at the level of identification results, no
system for picking and sorting. The article ”Moving
object detecting and tracking method based on color
image” (Hong-Kui Liu and Jun Zhou, 2008) relied on
the color element of the object to classify but did not
rely on other factors such as the shape of objects and
also no system for picking and sorting.
Based on the research process of previous relevant ar-
ticles, this article developed an object classification
method that combines the advantages of these arti-
cles. Our classification principle based on the color of
the object to be classified first, then separating con-
tour to classify according to the shape of the object.
In addition, our paper also propose a classification
method that rarely mentioned in the relevant docu-
ments that classify based on object’s characteristic. In
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fact, the product packaging not only has one color,
but also includes complex color and patterns. Being
able to classify these products shows the practicality
of the proposed method. The other outstanding ad-
vantage is a system of robotic arm to perform pick-up
and sorting. This helps to verify good running algo-
rithms in real time.

METHOD
Approachmethod
The approach to the problem of picking and sorting
objects on a conveyor (Figure 1) consists of two main
steps:

• First, the process of identifying the object from
the input image, then giving the position, direc-
tion of the object. For identification based on
color and shape, an image needs to determine
the threshold4,5, then based on the contour to
sort by shape2,6. For complex colors and pat-
terns object, the PCA-SIFT algorithm is useful,
where SIFT extracts the local characteristics of
the object and PCA reduces the number of di-
mensionality and retain only the best character-
istics for identification3.

• Second, picking object, this step designs with
the optimal requirements of picking order so
that picking time is the shortest to minimize the
delay for the next picking.

Image processing
A typical image processing system includes the fol-
lowing steps:

• Collect data from camera, preprocessing.
• Advanced image processing to perform a spe-
cific request.

Collect data from camera and preprocessing
Image data is collected from the camera Logitech
C270. In order to increase the efficiency of the image
identification process, preprocessing is used to helps
clear redundancy images, noise filters, and speed up
processing.
Images collected from camera are 24-bit RGB images.
There are plenty of surplus parts not used. If images
do not have these parts, the speed of processing will
increase significantly. Therefore, the next step is crop
the image again; only retain the image portion of the
conveyor3. The result show in Figure 2a.
On Figure 2 a, there are still redundant parts not used.
These parts may can affect the results of processing.

Figure 1: Original image collected from camera.
The camera located on the top of conveyor, so it can
capture a photograph that covers the whole con-
veyor.

Figure 2: a) Image after cropped. b) Image after
through the mask.

To eliminate this part, image in Figure 2 a is putted
through a quadrilateral mask (with two sides coincid-
ing with the upper and lower edges of the conveyor
belt), keeping only the parts in the mask. The result of
this process is as follows Figure 2 b.
Finally, the rest of the image is called Region of Inter-
est (ROI), the next processing will be applied to this
ROI.

Identify colors and shapes
An image obtained from the camera consists of three-
color channels R, G, andB. Each pixel consists of three
different values R, G, B, which define three values of
three basic colors red, green, and blue7.
For example, to identify red color and shape (Fig-
ure 3), photos from the camera are taken to prepro-
cessing the image. Second, select the red threshold
and convert to binary image only with the red object.
Third, find the outline and draw it. Finally, the num-
ber of edges is counted to determine the polygon type.
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Figure 3: Example in case of identify color (red) and
shapes (triangle, circle, and square).

Based on that feature, the image can split into three
different images with R, G, or B channel and use low
and high thresholds to obtain the required values.
Figure 4 a is a binary image in case of white objects.
Then apply theMedian filter to remove noise, smooth
the object. The result is Figure 4 b.

Figure 4: a) Separate white objects with low and
high thresholds of three-color channels. b) The Me-
dian filter removes noise andmakes smooth object.

The boundaries of the objects are the places where
gray intensity changes most strongly. These areas can
be found by defining the gradient of the image. In
OpenCV, there is a tool available for separating the
boundary that is the “findContours” function7. This
function uses the canny algorithm to find the edge and
shape of an object.
There are only three specific shapes (circles, triangles,
squares). If a polygon has an edge greater than 8, it
will be classified as a circle. Thus, the classification of
the shape uses the following criteria:

• Square: The number of edges is 4, the error co-
sine value of the angles is less than 0.2.

• Circle: The number of edges more than 8.
• Triangle: The number of edges is equal to 3.
• The polygons found must be polygonal convex.

• The area of the polygon must be large enough.

From the object’s edge data, use the Ramer-Douglas-
Peucker algorithm to approximate that data to a sim-
pler polygon, i.e., reduce the number of points that
make up the polygon.
The result for the white square as followsFigure 5, for
triangles and circles have similar results.

Classification based on object’s characteris-
tic using PCA-SIFT algorithm

Figure6: Block diagramaccording to themethod of
classification by characteristics.

As shown in Figure 6, the object identification
method used is the matching object, which uses the
characteristics of the feature or feature point image8.
This approach overcomes some of the disadvantages
of conventional image processing such as noise sensi-
tivity, rotating objects, and brightness changes. The
SURF/SIFT algorithm is used to extract key point
characteristics of an object, which is the two most
popular methods today due to the high precision of
SIFT and the fast processing speed of SURF3,9. Then
the FLANN algorithm is used to matching.
An input image will be cropped to obtain ROI and
have a database of reference/sample object. SIFT is
used to extract key point both input image and ref-
erence image and apply PCA to the SIFT algorithm.
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Figure 5: Sort by shape and color in case of white square object.

Next step is compared to find the same key point.
If the key point matching number is greater than a
threshold level, the input object coincides with the
reference object. Finally, the Homography algorithm
is used to map the input image with the reference im-
age plane.
PCA is a transformativemethod that reduces the large
number of correlated variables to a small set of vari-
ables such that the new variables are linear combi-
nations of old variables that are not interrelated. It
makes the processing is faster.

Calculate the center of the object
The center of the object is the position at which the
robot will pick up the object. When the object is
picked at that point, the weight will be distributed
evenly, the object will not fall.
In general, for any polygon with n edges have the fol-
lowing formula:

xG =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

xi; yG =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

yi (1)

Where the coordinates of the vertices of the polygon
are (xi,yi).

Calculate the rotation of the object
During picking, the object must be swiveled to fit the
tray and not fall out. The swing angle must be opti-
mized to save time and energy.
For triangles, if zero is the pointwith the smallest y co-
ordinate, the other two points are numbered 1 and 2.
The swing angle is between line 12 and the horizontal
axis.
On Figure 7, the angle of object is the angle of line 12
relative to the horizontal axis:

θ = a tan
|y1 − y2|
|x1 − x2|

(2)

Figure 7: Calculates the rotation angle of the trian-
gle object.

Figure 8: Calculates the angle of rotation of the
square object.

For squares, the point with the smallest y coordinate,
marked as zero. The remaining points are ordered
counterclockwise. The swing angle is between line 01
and the horizontal axis or between line 03 and hori-
zontal axis.
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On Figure 8, the formula (3) calculates the rotation
angle as follows:

tan(θ) =
|y1 − y0|
|x1 − x0|

(3)

For optimal speed, the angle which makes the ma-
chine’s travel time is smallest is computed. In the
other words, the tangent of the rotating angle is less
than one. The formula for the rotation angle will be:

θ = a tan
(

min
[

tan(θ) ,
1

tan(θ)

])
(4)

CALIBRATION
The object is picked up rely on the position of the ob-
ject against the coordinates of the robot. Therefore
necessary to change the coordinates of the camera to
the coordinates of the robot so that the coordinates of
the object can be determined and picked exactly.
The calibration method in this project uses three cir-
cular objects located at three vertices of the rectangle
on the conveyor. The coordinates of three vertices rel-
ative to the camera coordinate system and the coordi-
nate system of the robot are calculated

Figure 9: Coordinates of points when calibration.

Three circles objects locate at three vertex of the rect-
angle on the conveyor and determine the position of
three vertex in the camera coordinate system and in
the robot coordinate system.
On Figure 9, the relationship of two coordinates sys-
tem as follows:

kx =
AC

A′C′ ; ky =
AB

A′B′ (5)

By using the basic geometric theorem, the coordinates
of any point in the coordinates of these three points is
calculated as follow the formulas (6).

Px = Ax +△x
= Ax +A′P′× cos(∠P′A′C′)× kx

Py = Ay +△y
= Ay +A′P′× cos(∠P′A′B′)× ky

(6)

SOFTWARE CONTROL INTERFACE
The console is written on the Visual Studio software
and the QT library. Visual Studio provides an envi-
ronment for QT programming on it. QT library used
is 64bit version for faster processing speed. QT sup-
ports powerful interface programming tools.
The interface, as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11,
consists of the following main functions:

1. Reload the previous calibration parameters.
2. Move the robot to the position of the cursor.
3. Single button: to pick up the first object on the

right and Many button to pick up all objects.
4. Choose the color and shape of the object to pick.
5. Choose the path and take a picture, save the im-

age.
6. Control the angle of the camera.
7. Play and Pause.
8. Connect and disconnect from Kinect.
9. Enable Calibration Interface and test parame-

ters.

THE ALGORITHM FOR PICKING AND
SORTING OBJECT ON THE
CONVEYOR BELT
This section will include algorithm diagrams for pick-
ing and sorting objects on the conveyor belt. Con-
trol algorithms are written and coordinated between
three major devices: computer, Atmega328 MCU,
and SCARA YK400X robot controller (Figure 12).

Control algorithm on SCARA robot
The first time, robot will reset all variables and out-
puts, move to home point and wait for the control sig-
nal from the computer (Figure 13).
When a control signal from the computer, robot
moves to the required point to pick up the object, then
moves to the destination point to drop it.
At the end of the process, the robot sends a signal to
the PC that means ready for new control signals.

Control algorithm on computer
When started, the program will check to see if the
camera has calibrated or not (Figure 14).
When the objects is running on the conveyor, two im-
ages will be taken at each processing time. From two
pictures will predict the coordinates of the object.
The program will arrange the objects in order from
right to left, calculate the direction of the object, and
send coordinates to the robot. Then stop taking pho-
tos from the camera, send a grip signal to the robot.
Program will wait for the robot to finish, send the sig-
nal confirm back to repeat the process again.
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Figure 10: Calibration interface on guide control.

Figure11: Guide control interfacedesignon computer that iswrittenon theVisual Studio softwarewithQT library.
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Figure 12: Systemmodel.

Figure 13: Control algorithm flowchart on SCARA
robot.

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION
The results of sort by colors and shapes
Randomly dropping 50 objects with the specific num-
ber of each item as the following Table 1.

Table 1: The specific amount of eachitem to be tested

Circle Square Triangle

Red 7 5 4

White 4 7 5

Blue 9 4 5

During the test, the speed of the conveyor is 5cm/s.
Items are randomly released and the rotation of items
is random (Lighting conditions are constant).
Specific results are as follows:

• Total number of items: 50
• Missing items: 0
• Missing times: 2
• Incorrect classification: 0
• The wrong direction of items: 0
• Total time of completion (50 items) < 2 minutes

As a result, an average of more than 2 seconds to
pick up an object. Robots processing precisely at high
speed. The number of times cannot pick up (2 times),
the robot has identified and moved to the pickup po-
sition, but due to the pneumatic valve is not working
well due to longevity.
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Figure 14: Control algorithm flowchart on com-
puter.

The results of sort by characteristic
Classification results are based on the characteristics
of five types of patterns as show in Figure 15.
The percentage achieved is the number of identifiable
characteristics between the reality image and the sam-
ple image. A thresholdwill be chose to concludewhen
identifying.
Percentage identity from different types of patterns is
quite high. In the process of identifying the object on
the conveyor belt, the object also moves along. The
color of the object obtained on the camera will be par-
tially blurred. The reduced characteristics leads to re-
duced recognition percentages. In addition, the abil-
ity to identify also depends on the complexity of the
pattern.

CONCLUSION
In this article, the task is pick and classify objects
on the conveyor belt with different shapes, colors as
well as patterns. The objects are (circle, triangle, and
square) randomly arranged on conveyors in differ-
ent directions. Our methods is identified, picked and
classified objects in an effective way.
This method can be proposed to solve picking and
sorting objects with different shapes, colors, and
even complex patterns products running on conveyor
belts.
Identification of objects is sometimes affected by un-
stable lighting conditions, so some light bulbs is used
to create a stable light environment and not be af-
fected by external light.
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Figure 15: Results are based on the characteristics of the object
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TÓM TẮT
Việc sử dụng cánh tay robot cho các ứng dụng chẳng hạn như phát hiện và phân loại vật động
sử dụng vision sensor đang là một xu hướng trong lĩnh vực robot công nghiệp. Trong đó, vision
sensor được xem như ``con mắt'' của robot. Để giải quyết bài toán này, chúng ta sẽ cần một giải
thuật xử lý ảnh đủ mạnh nhưng phải hiệu quả cho khâu nhận dạng đối tượng để tối ưu về mặt
tốc độ. Nguyên tắc phân loại dựa trên màu sắc của đối tượng trước, kế đó là đường viền đặc trưng
phụ thuộc vào hình dáng của đối tượng. Ngoài ra, bài báo này cũng đề xuất một phương pháp
phân loại đặc trưng của đối tượng ít được đề cập trong các tài liệu liên quan. Trên thực tế, việc gấp
sản phẩm không chỉ có một màu mà bao gồm nhiều màu sắc và hoa văn khác nhau. Việc phân
loại các sản phẩm này cho thấy tính thực tiễn của phương pháp được đề xuất. Đối với những đối
tượng có hoa văn, màu sắc phức tạp, thuật toán PCA-SIFT rất hữu dụng, SIFT tách các đặc trưng
của đối tượng, PCA giảm số lượng kích thước và chỉ giữ lại các đặc điểm tốt nhất để nhận dạng. Để
gấp đối tượng, một thiết kế được đề xuất với các yêu cầu tối ưu thứ tự gấp để thời gian lấy hàng
ngắn nhất, giảm thiểu sự chậm trễ cho lần lấy hàng tiếp theo. Ưu điểm nổi bật khác là hệ thống
tay máy thực hiện việc gấp và phân loại sản phẩm. Việc này giúp điều chỉnh các thuật toán có thể
chạy tốt ở môi trường thời gian thực. Sản phẩm và hướng xoay được cấp ngẫu nhiên. Tốc độ băng
tải 5 cm/s, trung bình hơn 2 giây để gấp sản phẩm và tay máy xử lý chính xác ở tốc độ cao. Kết
quả thực nghiệm sử dụng camera Logitech (C270), robot Yamaha Scara YK-400X, băng tải LabVolt
và thư viện OpenCV đều đạt yêu cầu, đáng tin cậy và có thể ứng dụng được.
Từ khoá: Xử lý ảnh, Giải thuật PCA-SIFT, Thư viện OpenCV, Nhận dạng màu sắc và hình dạng
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